Abstract. The problem of accurate control of water turbine mechanical hydraulic is researched. Water turbine hydraulic control system is a complicated system with strong time-varying and nonlinear. In the control process, it is easy to be interfered with the external environment, the control accuracy is reduced, and it cannot meet the actual demand of turbine operation process. Therefore, a mechanical hydraulic control method of water turbine is proposed based on improved PID control algorithm. PID controller is designed, in the controller design process, it needs to set up PID control differential equation, the particle swarm algorithm and PID control algorithm are fused, and design method of improved PID controller is obtained, the controller is applied in the water turbine hydraulic mechanical control, the simulation results show that the new algorithm can greatly improve the control precision, it has strong adaptability and robustness, it meets the actual demand of water turbine.
Introduction
With the worldwide energy shortage, how to make use of water resources has become an important topic in the research field of energy. Water hydraulic turbine is an important mechanical equipment, it is used in development of water resources mining [1] [2] [3] . In the process of water turbine application, the hydraulic control plays a vital role. Therefore, the mechanical hydraulic control method of water turbine has already become the core problem in the field of energy research, and it has received great attention from the scholars. At present, the main mechanical hydraulic control methods of water turbine include mechanical turbine hydraulic control method, ant colony fusion algorithm based on Genetic Algorithm, and hydraulic turbine hydraulic control method, turbine hydraulic control method based on PID control algorithm, and so on. Among them, is the mechanical hydraulic control method of water turbine based on PID control algorithm is widely used in application. Due to mechanical turbine hydraulic control method has a very broad space for development, so it has huge development potential and broad prospects for development [4, 5] .
Principle of mechanical hydraulic control method of water turbine based on improved PID algorithm

A Design of PID controller
In the process of mechanical hydraulic control of water turbine, PID controller needs to be designed, so as to realize the machinery control of hydraulic turbine, the PID controller consists three different parts as proportional, integral and differential part, the performance of the turbine machinery hydraulic controller is mainly composed of a control parameter, interval, then the hydraulic turbine mechanical hydraulic control error can reach to the minimum value, it can meet the actual demand of water turbine. The differential equation of turbine mechanical hydraulic control is shown as follows:
In the formula, ) (t u is used to describe the output signal of turbine machinery hydraulic PID controller for hydraulic turbine hydraulic control, ) (t e is the difference value between the process of feedback signal and the input signal to the controller,
K is the differential coefficient of the controller. B Improved PID controller design The particle swarm algorithm and PID controller are combined, it can avoid the disadvantages of the conventional PID controller, improve the control precision, the principle is expressed as follows:
Particle swarm optimization algorithm is a kind of method that simulates the foraging behavior of animal collective, the algorithm can complete the decision, and the algorithm is a global optimization algorithm. In application process of the particle swarm algorithm, individual extremum can be described by t P , the groups extremum can be described by t G . The extreme values as above can be used to update space position and velocity of individuals and groups of particles correspondingly. The corresponding evolution equation is shown as follows:
In the above formula, w can be used to describe the inertia weight coefficient in the particle operation process, c1 and c2 can be used to describe the particle speed update parameters; r1 and r2 can be used to describe the random number in the range of [0, 1] .
In order to improve global optimization ability of improve PID control algorithm in mechanical hydraulic turbine hydraulic control process, it needs to use the corresponding linear weight calculation formula as:
In the above formula, end start w w , can respectively show the weights and iterative processing times, it is used to describe the inertia weight in the original state of the maximum value under the condition of weight, t can be used to describe the iterative processing times at present, T can be used to describe the maximum number of iterative processing.
In the process of mechanical hydraulic control of water turbine, use the following formula to calculate control fitness function:
In the above formula, the fitness value is smaller, on behalf of the controller performance is more ideal.
According to the method described above, particle swarm algorithm and PID control algorithm can be combined, the improved PID controller is obtained, the detailed process of control is expressed as follows:
(1) Initialize the particle swarm population, assignment is obtained for each particle, set the control parameters to improve the PID controller, and the control parameters of the improved PID controller is taken as the control variable.
(2) The fitness of turbine machinery hydraulic control is calculated. (3) According to the fitness value, determine whether to stop the process of iterative processing, assuming it meets the fitness requirements, then stop the iteration, otherwise, continue to the particle update processing, return to step (2).
System simulation and analysis
In order to verify the validity of this algorithm, it needs for a simulation experiment, the traditional algorithm and the new algorithm are compared in the simulation, the traditional algorithm and the new algorithm are applied in the machinery hydraulic control of water turbine. In the 100% load and 70% load, different control algorithms are used for step change experiments, and the controller output curves of different control algorithms are shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2 . Figure 1 Control step response output in 100% load Figure 2 Control step response output in 70% load According to the above experimental results, it shows that this new algorithm is used in turbine machinery hydraulic control, when the load is relatively high, the effect of control may still be able to obtain the ideal result, in 70% load conditions, the control effect of traditional algorithm is relative ideal, but in the case of high load, the control results cannot meet the turbine machinery hydraulic control demand, it demonstrates the advantages of the proposed algorithm.
In the course of the experiment, the control precision data are analyzed, and the following table is obtained. 1  89  97  98  98  2  92  98  97  97  3  88  97  98  98  4  94  97  98  98  5  93  96  96  99  6  91  98  96  98  7  92  97  95  97  8  94  97  96  98  9  90  98  94  99  10  92  96  97  96 Based on the data in the table, it can be learned that the new algorithm can improve the control accuracy in the machinery hydraulic control of water turbine, it can meet the actual demand of turbine machinery hydraulic control, so as to obtain the ideal control effect.
Conclusions
In this paper, a mechanical hydraulic control method of water turbine is proposed based on improved PID control algorithm. PID controller is designed, in the controller design process, it needs to set up PID control differential equation, the particle swarm algorithm and PID control algorithm are fused, and design method of improved PID controller is obtained, the controller is applied in the water turbine hydraulic mechanical control, the simulation results show that the new algorithm can greatly improve the control precision, it has strong adaptability and robustness, it meets the actual demand of water turbine.
